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Swami:  Since six, seven months your Swami feeling’s very peaceful 
then, all of sudden, hundreds of people attacking on the ashram.  
Makes sense… It's a big work with a lot of angles. Everybody 
received the power spot energies - that's super success. Personal 
process ninety percent success, the Womb Purification ninety-nine 
percent received.  That's big.  But still some corners I got punch with 
the nature, some process. Even I did my maximum best to play the 
illusions, still the illusion played on me.  Certain angles I gave up, not 
completely – still I have the thread, pull it back.  Even though lot of 
students left with confusion mind, you can tell them, “No need to 
because of I know their personal mantra and already I connected 
their womb chakra - I'll fulfill it.”  You understand?  So absolutely no, 
zero worry, in any corners.   
 
So, when you're here, if you're leaving in two or three days, I 
recommend to be complete quite - silence - declare this whole ashram 
two silence days. You know what I'm saying? Pin drop silence. Then, 
very soon, by grace of him (Baba), I'm planning to visit his Samadhi.  
Then I start the new work very systematically with the University.  
And also I'll be busy to concentrating on the book. I prepared the 
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major layers of the subjects what needs to put in to release out.  So it's 
like five, six people - it'll be hard work to them involved in it.   
 
The two things where I got super success and two things where I got 
super failure so far with you guys.  You need to be unity.  You know 
what I'm saying?  Unity - no power struggling.  The power struggling 
is the worst. And try to cut off the cell phones as much as you can - 
that's a big addiction. When you're here sending text messages…  
Whoever is working on the time as a crew, use the cell phones.  But 
drop it weekly once or twice to your home, just calling them, that's it.  
It really diverts you, it really completely disturbs you, I'm serious.   
 
And if anybody got bumpy, try to come and sit in the Baba mandir, 
just to be quiet, surrender.  No need to you to share that crazy bumpy 
on other people. Then their bumpiness you're receiving it. Then all 
guys is like bumpy.  You know what I'm saying?  One person didn't 
understand their process. Somehow you got understand some attack 
the channeling.  If you ask that guy, he gives you wrong answer.  I'm 
here to answer to you.  I'm here to give the answer. So you can write 
a note. Even I read it or not I'll give the answer.  Just write a note.  Put 
it near my bed.  Tells the answer to you.  I'm serious. 
 
I know what you need. You will get what you want. But don't expect, 
don't stretch the time you want like now - don't demand you want 
now.  Don't have a crazy expectation, “Yes, you're receiving this, this, 
this, this.” Then you are in trouble.  
 
Early morning, before you wake up guys, my meditation I wake up.  
Whenever he (Baba) is ready to get abhishek, I'm making him 
indirectly awake, “Some souls are coming in, purify them.” I'm 
outside chanting for you guys. You seen me few early mornings?  I'm 
on the job. You saw me today? I'm on the job. After you had 
purification everything was over, then also I did for you. I left. 
Slept… started.  I'm doing on my side the job; try to do your side the 
job.  Don't think nothing is happening - that's a big joke.  Don't think 
nothing is happening. It is happening; it started.  Does it make sense?  
If you feel uncomfortable to wake up early morning, it's cold shower 
and… I know, but in a week at least three, four times to attend his 
abhishek. That's very important.  That's very important.  Do you have 
any general questions? 
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Luzia:  Of all the things we did this program, what was that where 
you can say you connected our womb chakra?   
 
Swami:  You burned it with writing your personal mantra on it didn't 
you?  Done.  Where you got your personal mantra?   
 
Luzia:  You. 
 
Swami:  Can I tell your personal mantra?   
 
Luzia:  No.  
 
Swami: So you received the shaktipat. 
 
Luzia:  Through that burning of the yantra? 
 
Swami:  Yea, yea, the fire element is connected through me. You 
received the shaktipat.  I know you're personal mantra.  The personal 
mantra is all on my soul list. Wherever you go you're in my 
swimming pool.  You're not in the ocean; you're in swimming pool.   
 
Aghni:  And with the extra bijas you told us to give us to put some?  
We need this? 
 
Swami: Whenever you draw for somebody to give to somebody, then 
I need to put the bijas.  If you're drawing it here, no need to… for 
yourself no need to.  If you're giving to somebody, yes, you need it.  
If you draw it for somebody you need to come to me.  I need to know 
their name, the father and mother's name - done.   
 
Aghni:  Then if you teach it? 
 
Swami:  You can teach it.  Still they need also to come back to get the 
bijas.   
 
Aghni:  So we can get the bijas? 
 
Swami:  I don't want to tell. I don't want to you to be in trouble.  
Don't take that risk. 
 
Student:  So it means you have to see the plates?   
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Swami:  Yes.  Just one minute. Somebody can bring it to them. You 
draw it for a hundred people, you can bring it for a hundred people, 
get their photo and their father and mother's names, I'll put it.   
 
Luzia:  What is the risk for giving the bijas? 
 
Swami:  You're still in the process of the Womb Chakra, still in the 
process.  I never, ever had such illusion hit the Shiva Process. Got 
super failure. I consider it a failure. But still the energy is rolling 
there.  But I don't have the guts to… I waited, and I saw night and 
day around the clock any minute, any second I can enter - no chance.  
I don't want to give to him to bleed any amrutha.   
 
Annette H.:  So now we use the mantra for the heartbroken and body 
sickness, we give the shaktipat?  
 
Swami: Yea. That prayer, the Womb Chakra, what I gave the 
techniques, you will practically see it.  Like the Southwest pool what 
happens, there is no really right explanation in it. To the Womb 
Chakra they are still under researching. Still I'm also under 
researching.  But I know it, but until I really got a hundred percent.... 
 
Luzia:  How old is this Womb Chakra Yantra? 
 
Swami:  This is like seven thousand years old.   
 
Luzia:  Who founded it? 
 
Swami:  Rishis. 
 
Luzia:  Any name? 
 
Zahira:  How do we use the pin number to the soul object? 
 
Swami:  I told it. 
 
Zahira:  Somebody distracted you when you're giving it.   
 
Swami:  I told it.  I clearly told it.  Listen all the talk.  I didn't tell the 
JC the Yellow Scarf Process people. I didn't give the link, pin number.  
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I'm waiting.  Just I can tell by messages.  Just I'm waiting.  Still thirty-
five people I'm clear. Some more people I'm under their process.  You 
can put the message to your friends, “Swami's on the process.”  
 
Student:  there's one mantra on the Chakra Yantra 'Basma Raksha,' 
you didn't mention that.   
 
Swami:  Wait, no hurry.  Basma means making you ash. That's the 
meaning of basma. 
 
Gustav:  And there's one process, I think, fourth mantra, that means 
with the union energy for 41 days.  What does that mean?  
 
Swami:  Learn deeply then come back to me if you have any 
questions.  Baba did the Dhoti Yoga through the Womb Chakra. If the 
womb is so powerful and energetic you can do many things.   
 
Luzia:  I think his question is if a woman has menses on Full Moon or 
New Moon time that's within the 41 days… 
 
Swami:  I understand.   
 
Ganesh:  What is your recommendation for the Yellow Scarf Group, 
what they should do? 
 
Swami:  Just purify as much as you can the Womb Chakra. That's 
only whole everybody do that, just purify, purify, purify, purify it.   
 
Aghni:  And we can teach it after we purify it? 
 
Swami:  Yes.  Spend as much time as you can. You draw each day a 
hundred yantras, same one.  Keep drawing it, drawing it…  Once you 
close your eyes draw it, it's there. Clearly I written the mantra to 
chant with this yantra, systematically I wrote everything.  But I didn't 
mention about the nine lines (at the bottom). Fifty percent information 
I gave; fifty percent is still pending.  After you reach the fifty percent 
then I'm there.   
 
Elizabeth E.:  The Full Moon mantra shall we do all the time also? 
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Swami:  Sure.  And now everyday one time you should go to Shiva 
Cave, put a glass of rosewater to him, to the Shiva Lingam. That's 
very good symptoms. Take a rose water or plain water, wash, come 
back, every day and nine times pradakshana to Ganesh. That's super 
good.  Any time of day, even if it's raining, thunder, nine times and 
three times pradakshana to the mandir.  That's good.   
 
Luzia:  Swami, in this program you also made the cross bleed. And in 
order to command on the water element, do you need the fire 
element? 
 
Swami:  Um-hum. What I'm planning to do very soon with Yellow 
Scarf, Green Scarf and Blue Scarf joining, and Swami's taking like one 
and a half, two day completely stopping the Samadhi stage. You 
know Samadhi,  Clint T.?   
 
Clint:  Yes Guruji.  
 
Swami:  Like soul traveling.   
 
Student:  Everybody together?   
 
Swami:  No, only me and selecting a few people and taking it.  When 
the time it was bleeding, there's a five ladies, they really helped one 
lady's life risk.  Is it true Mrs. Ganesh?   
 
Mrs. Ganesh: Yes, it's true.   
 
Swami:  There's a chance she was going to die. It was hidden like 
that.  I smelled it. I gave little warning… it's high energy she can't 
handle it. You know what I'm saying? If I touched you, just I can 
make you knocked out, completely knock out. The energy also you 
need to receive it layer by layer. You should not feel it… really like… 
what happened? When you watch a tree, a bush, you don't see 
everyday it's growing, but it's growing. The energy system also needs 
to be like that.  I should not give it like that to you.   
 
So it's very… you need to be careful.  So ok, now it got very much 
settled; it's very settled stage. Whenever you're abhishek morning, 
that's much settled. You put a glass of water on Shiva Lingam, it's 
much settled.  Doing pradakshana much settled.  Done?   
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So, try to choose one day, twenty-four hours only doing Om Sai Sri 
Sai Jai Jai Sai, you can start.  Like make the groups, keep continually 
chanting the bhajan, his namasankirtam. Possible? Not now, try to 
choose one day. Everybody have good stamina and strength with 
good rhythm and drums… round the clock doing. You start on 
Thursday at 8:30, 9 p.m. until Friday at 8:30, 9 p.m. One group is 
gone, next group is joining there; one group is gone, next group is 
joining. All the time the dhoop is running and the candles burning.  
Then you need him (Baba), his presence more.  Ok?  Good luck.   
 

End of Talk 
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